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NYC recently rolled out Opportunity New York City, an anti-poverty

conditional cash transfer program.  It's design mimics Mexico's Progresa, a

field-randomized program that proved quite effective.  But: Will it work in

New York City?

Experiments appear to offer a Faustian bargain between external and

internal validity.  We are very confident conditional cash transfer worked

in Mexico but remain deeply ambiguous about their effectiveness in NYC. 

So what did we really learn from Progresa? 

Analytical approach: theoretically motivated replications testing

generalizations about how variations in treatments, outcome measures,

units, and settings (TOUS) affect treatment effects.

Sources of variation in treatment effects across replications:

• Construct validity (Is Opportunity New York City same as Progresa?);

• Systematic differences in levels of mediators;

• Differences in the relevance of various causal pathways;

• Systematic differences in shares of compliers, defiers, never- and

always-takers.

Therefore external validity requires theories about:

• Constructs

• Causal mechanisms

• Compliance and selection

Research program as sequence of simple experiments testing causality

AND theories about external validity.  Division of labor.

Improve the terms of this Faustian bargain.  How?  Distinguish between

two approaches to external validity:

● Robustness Approach: random atheoretical replication across

treatments, outcome measures, units, and settings (TOUS).

● Analytical Approach: theoretically motivated replications testing

generalizations about how TOUS affect treatment effects.

We conjecture the analytical approach:

● Results in optimal learning (i.e. sequences of experiments that explain

as much as possible in the shortest possible sequence).  

● Recognizes that external validity is a theoretical question that

demands an explanation (Why things work? Where?  When?);

● Conditions on all available information for predictions out of sample.

Prediction out of sample is the best test of external validity, but not end of

research.  Distinction between prediction and understanding.  

EXAMPLE:  Unfair coin comes up heads with p=0.6.  A model predicting heads

with p=1.0 predicts correct outcome 60% of the times, one predicting heads with

p=0.6 predicts correct outcome 52% of the times.  

On the basis of predictive success chose the wrong model!  But what if we are

interested in predicting proportion?Different questions beget different answers.

Applied research seeks to answer various questions,  like:

● Can X cause Y? e.g. Experiment shows it is possible for bed nets to

reduce malaria

● Does X typically cause Y? e.g. is it observed to be probable 

● Can X be manipulated in the field to cause Y?  e.g. is X effective.

If the statement “X causes Y” is possible but improbable, as defined above,

How likely is it that X be effective?  Observational studies may help our

understanding of the extant general equilibrium to improve predictions.  

The validity of inferences about whether a causal relationship holds over

variation in treatments, outcome measures, units, and settings (TOUS).

External validity as prediction: It involves making extrapolations off the

support of the estimated density (see NYC example above).  Diminish

predictive ambiguity by:

● Replicate under new TOUS configuration – direct, brute force, costly.

● Test in random sample of TOUS configurations – what sampling frame?

● Connect TOUS configurations using global shape restrictions like

invariance, linearity or monotonicity – i.e. use theory, then test and

update => Bayesian learning?

External validity as subjective: How to judge success or failure of external

validity?  Pragmatic criterion based on decision theory.  No objective truth,

only useful knowledge.  Policy makers, market of ideas decide.

• External validity a concern of research programs not single experiments

• Analytical approach best.  But you already knew this, it's called science.
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